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THE SUPERNATURAL POWER OF A TRANSFORMED MIND!   You can live a supernatural life. In

fact, moving in the spiritual realm should be as routine as prayer, worship and reading Scripture. It is

part of what Jesus purchased for us on the Cross!   Healing, deliverance and signs-and-wonders

are an inheritance for all followers of Jesus Christ. The Supernatural Power of a Transformed Mind

teaches you how to remove the blinders of religious limitation to see your own life changed, the lost

redeemed and communities transformed.   You too can move from an intellectual faith and tap into

an abundance of miracle-working authority, unleashing the power of God's glory.
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This book will rock your boat and set you ablaze with world-changing faith! Lethal! Dangerous in the

hands of believing believers the contents of this book could start another reformation or even

greater! Shake off doubt and unbelief and take the plunge into a life of supernatural activity all

centered around a supernatural God! ---James W. Goll Co-founder of Encounters NetworkRadical

lovers of God hunger to experience the fullness of who He is. Bill Johnson s book, The Supernatural

Power of a Transformed Mind leads us into a glorious participation in the divine nature. He brilliantly

demonstrates that becoming colaborers with our Beloved Lord is our divine destiny. If you long to

see His kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven, Bill s book will be a powerful inspiring guide.

---Heidi G. Baker, Ph.D., Director & Founder of Iris Ministries



Bill Johnson is a fifth generation pastor with a rich heritage in the things of the Spirit. Bill and his

wife, Brenda, serve a growing number of churches that have partnered for revival. This leadership

network has crossed denominational lines, building relationships that enable church leaders to walk

successfully in both purity and power. Bill and Brenda Johnson are the Senior Pastors of Bethel

Church in Redding, California. All three of their children and spouses are involved in full time

ministry. They also have four wonderful grandchildren.

What a great book that explains several things in my life and helps me strive for passing on a

spiritual legacy to my children. My father was a first generation Christian and my mother's family lost

a lot of their inheritance because it wasn't passed forward or the house was found unoccupied. I

highly recommend this book if you're looking to have your mind transformed more into the likeness

of Christ and have something to pass onto your children. It really explained why I see God

accelerating things with me and that the younger generation seems to "get it" at a much younger

age.

I am a born-again Christian. Have been - for over 30 years. Was a member of a non-denominational

church for 26 of those 30 years. Sang in the choir, served wherever we felt led to serve. Hubby & I

were part of a small group for many of those years. Our kids attended SS, youth group, vacation

Bible school, summer camp, went on youth missions trips. After our daughter was married, I got to a

point where I asked myself, is this all there is? THEN I READ THIS BOOK!! If you are tired of church

as usual - listening to the same sermons re-cycled year after year, I URGE YOU to read this book,

or any of Bill Johnson's books. If they stir your heart, as they did mine, check out Bethel church in

Redding, CA. They have a podcast. If I lived on the other side of the country, I'd be at that church

ASAP!

One of Bill Johnson's most powerful and supernatural power enabling books. It woke me up and

helped change my thinking about what is available to anyone who surrenders to Christ Jesus and

allows Him to transform their mind. I have become a warrior for Him,not just a believer in Him.

This book is amazing! It quickly became one of my favorites books. I read it twice through and still

caught stuff I missed the first time around. Bill Johnson does an outstanding job uncovering the truth

and explaining what our job is here and backs it all up with scripture. A must have for your library.



FANTASTIC! I absolutely LOVED this book! I've read all of Bill Johnson's books and this Sequel to

When Heaven Invades Earth is one of the most impacting that I have ever read! I had to reference

this one in my own book, Quantum Christianity: Believe Again - Discovering the Science of

Scripture. Uncovering the Mysteries of Faith -Aaron D. Davis

I read the book "The Supernatural Power of the Transformed Mind" and was honestly transformed

by the revelation and teaching in it along with revelation from the Holy Spirit. I highlighted so many

passages with the intent that when I finished I would go back and pray and journal through them. I

like to get the big picture first and then really dig in. When I saw this book available I was hoping

that it would take it chapter by chapter, summarize and then ask questions and give journal prompts

but couldn't really find out for sure in the description or other review. I bought it anyway and just

hoped that it wouldn't be just like reading the original book. I am HIGHLY impressed already. There

is a summarization of the key elements of the chapter and then really great questions that you need

to work through. Bill Johnson gives scripture that gets you into the word and researching on the

subject, asks you to chew on what is in that scripture (giving specific questions) and then also gives

journal and meditation prompts. It is VERY thorough, he instructs on how to seek the Holy Spirit's

truth and revelation while working on the book and the questions are far beyond surface and

actually get you really seeking and searching and when you're doing that how can the Lord not

show up?Bill Johnson is obviously gifted as a teacher and I am learning so much from his podcasts,

book and now this devotional. I HIGHLY recommend it but definitely think it is a must to read the

original book first. You won't be sorry.

Both my husband and I have read this book. Dynamic truths! The Word says "My people perish for

lack of knowledge." There is lots of Truth revealed in this book that will set the Church free - and

move her into living in Resurrection Reality.

Love the writings and ministry of Bill Johnson. I've been so inspired by his message. He brings such

clarity regarding the ministry of Christ, the call upon our lives and the power and authority we have

as believers. I've wondered why things weren't radically different in my life and now understand it's

all in my head. The Supernatural Power of a Transformed Mind should bring everyone hope who is

looking for "the more."
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